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The definitive reference of laboratory safety, analytic procedures, and instrumentation techniques

for the modern chemical laboratory. Cited in BCL3, the new edition contains expanded chapters on

gas chromatography (GC) and high- performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and physical

properties and testing methods, with a new chapter on thermal analytic methods as well as on

electrophoresis. Also includes up- to-date information on the role of chemical laboratory technicians

and chemical process operators in industry and current data on laboratory safety, chemical waste

disposal, government regulations, and ISO-9000. Explains in detail the day-to-day procedures,

techniques, and formulas of today's chemical laboratory. The new edition (2nd was 1981),

emphasizing the importance of safety, has been expanded to include additional information on

material safety data sheets, chemical waste disposal, Right-to-Know regulations, and the National

Fire Protection Association codes. Also new is material on such topics as gas chromatography,

high-performance liquid chromatography, infrared spectroscopy, atomic absorption spectroscopy,

and computers in the laboratory.
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This book provides me with technical information commonly needed in a laboratory environment. It

seems to boil down many references all into one easy to read book. The index is fantastic, you can

find anything in the book quickly and easily. This is usually a problem with most reference books,

but not with this one.



I recently purchased this textbook to serve as a refresher for undergraduate analytical chemistry

and to supplement my job specific training as a chemical technician. The text covers a wide variety

of topics and includes some material not normally covered in undergraduate analytical coursework.

Overall, this text is a useful resource; however, there are some issues that should have been

resolved by now, considering this text is in its fifth edition of print. After reading through two

chapters, here are the errors that standout to me: (1) There are many grammatical errors and

sentence structure mistakes. (2) Some common cations in the "Inorganic Chemistry Review" are

named incorrectly, and (3) There are also some mislabeled cyclic hydrocarbons in the "Organic

Chemistry Review" chapter.I have only read through two chapters of this text thus far. Assuming

there are no fundamental theory inaccuracies, I would still recommend this book to anyone who

plans to work in the pharmaceutical or biotech industries. The topics covered in the first 8 chapters

of this book are not generally covered in undergraduate coursework, or are often covered with

minimal application. Although this training is typically provided by your employer, exposure to this

material would serve as an advantage, especially in today's ever changing and competitive market.

This is a great book to own. Every time I needed to find something I opened this book and it was

there for me. It is very clearly written and contains lots of helpful info. A big Thanks to Dr. Ballinger

:-)

This is a must have book for a quick reference in a laboratory of Chemistry. It explains in detail

techniques very important to carry out, classification of chemicals, I just can not make do without it.

Work in a laboratory of Chemistry, especially in high school level and upper, implies the use of a

variety of equipments. This book makes it easy!

This book is invaluable for training of inexperienced lab techs and for reference for more

experienced ones. Indespensable.

It is a basic handbook for Technicians there some interesting tidbits and tables but not enough

details oriented for my personal/research use in GC/MS Referencing or solvent compatibilities.

Needs up to date reference tables for water, waste water pollution sampling and preservation

techniques.
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